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The objective of this degree paper is to examine the Fair Labor
Standards Act (FLSA) of 1938, as amended. The recent Supreme Court
decision in Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority has
not only disallowed the use of compensatory time, it has also resulted
in an extension of the FLSA to include almost all federal, state and
local employees. Included among this group are public safety
personnel (police and fire) who, due to the nature of their
occupations, account for a great deal of overtime hours. The use of
compensatory time has by far been the preferred system of compensation
as it relates to overtime. The opposition speculated that the
extension would result in higher costs, work schedule changes,
reclassification of jobs and, perhaps most feared, an increase in
taxes. City officials openly voiced their opposition and, as a
result, a Congressional amendment was passed to ease the burden of
compliance. Nevertheless, most affected jurisdictions, including the
City of Atlanta, have been forced to make administrative changes.
These changes include, among others, a new record keeping system,
revised work schedules and a strict review of overtime privileges.
The findings demonstrate that these actions can substantially reduce
the severity with which the FLSA is felt. Under certain
circumstances, such as those which exist in the City of Atlanta, the
extension of the FLSA can be an advantageous mechanism resulting in
more efficient management practices. Of course, for other
municipalities this may not be the case.
The primary sources of information for the degree paper are
interview sessions with selected City of Atlanta officials and state
and federal documents including the Act itself. Secondary sources
include numerous interpretative guidelines of the FLSA and its
provisions and books and periodicals on the issue. For the analytical
portion of the issue, the social cost-benefit analysis technique is
employed. The City of Atlanta firefighters are used for comparative
purposes following a detailed examination of the Act itself and
relevant legislation. Because the City of Atlanta has only recently
made administrative changes in compliance with the law, conclusions
are difficult to draw. The degree paper, however, concludes with a
number of recommendations and their applicability to the noted
jurisdiction.
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I. INTRODUCTION
On February 19, 1985, the Supreme Court of the United States,
in the decision Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority
(Nos. 82-1913), held that state and local governments were governed by
the wage and hour provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) of
1938, as amended. The ruling, which has profound implications for
jurisdictions across the nation, also overturned the court's landmark
1976 decision in National League of Cities v. Usery <426 U.S. 833).
Precedent held that the provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act did
not apply to state and local units in areas of traditional
governmental functions. Accordingly, municipalities throughout the
United States utilized the regulation of compensatory time in place of
monetary compensation. The Garcia decision, however, has displaced
this luxury and now state and local governments are preparing
themselves for what could be a major financial blow.
The Garcia case developed out of the City of San Antonio,
Texas' refusal to pay its transit workers overtime according to the
provisions of the FLSA. Garcia, who was supported by the U.S.
Department of Labor in his lawsuit, is reminiscent of a modern day
Clarence Earl Gideon as the impact of his proceedings has resulted in
extensive revision of the law.' On June 14, 1985, the court
'The Supreme Court decision in Gideon v. Cochran 890 (1961)
resulted in all defendants being entitled to court-appointed counsel.
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announced that it would begin enforcing the federal minimum wage and
overtime laws contained in the FLSA as of October 15, 1985. The
enforcement of the labor laws, which are being extended to include
police and fire departments for the first time, came in the fall of
1985, however, the effective date of the enforcement was retroactive
to April 15, 1985, the date when all appeals of the Garcia case were
exhausted. According to state and municipal officials, the
retroactive pay adjustment, along with future arrangements for public
employee overtime pay, is expected to cost state and local governments
across the United States up to three billion dollars annually.^
While the City of Atlanta will need an estimated one million dollars
to cover the fire department alone, it is the State of California,
which has more than 89,000 state employees, which has been hardest hit
by the enforcement effort. The impact of this decision will not only
affect the budgets of cities and municipalities, it will also
influence service delivery, result in the upgrading of positions into
the "exempt" category and, it has been suggested, increase taxes in
most states.^
The research objective of this degree paper is to demonstrate
in what ways the City of Atlanta will be affected and to outline the
strategies that will be used to achieve compliance. The Atlanta
firefighters are used for the investigation so that a clear
understanding of the Act's provisions and implications can be given.
^Eric Weisenthal, "States, Localities Face Billions in
Overtime Pay," Public Administration Times. Vol. 8, Num. 14, (July
1985), p. 12.
"Ibid., p. 12.
II. THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
The Internship Experience.
The Bureau of Planning, the setting for the internship
experience, plays an integral role in the development of the City of
Atlanta. The Bureau itself is categorized under the Department of
Community Development and comprises a professional staff which include
Urban Planners, Cartographers, Graphic Arts and Drafting Technicians
and an Administrative Assistant. As a department, the Planning Bureau
is responsible for a wide range of activities including conducting
research related to transportation and other issues, preparation,
evaluation and analysis of various projects/studies, land use planning
and design, and the publication of the City of Atlanta Comprehensive
Development Plan. It is this report which serves as the guiding force
directing city planning, budgeting, staffing and development. In
addition, the Bureau updates and maintains all official city base maps
and, jointly with the Department of Finance, prepares the City of
Atlanta Capital Improvements Program, a report which forecasts capital
expenditures for a five year period. The staff continually
coordinates their efforts with those of other City departments,
intergovernmental committees and public and private sector task,
forces. The Bureau operates on a sizable budget which, in part,




The intern, having worked with the Bureau throughout the
graduate program, was given the opportunity to observe the many facets
of city planning. It was, however, the intern's desire to work
expressly at the administrative level where her major interest lay.
Working exclusively with the Bureau's Administrative Assistant
permitted close observation of day-to-day office management and
operation. The primary responsibility of the Administrative Assistant
is the negotiation, preparation and administration of the Bureau's
Community Development and General Fund budgets. Doing so requires
supervision of all budgetary expenditures and requests. In addition,
the Administrative Assistant handles recruitment of personnel,
placements, transfers, orientation of new staff and training and
employee development. The position carries with it the responsibility
for coordinating payroll activities such as employee benefits,
separations and promotions, and also requires its holder to serve as
Safety Coordinator for the Bureau. The Administrative Assistant also
maintains all records and inventory and handles all purchasing.
Although the time span of the internship allowed for an appreciation
of all administrative functions, the various tasks involved with
purchasing were by far the area in which the intern gained the most
expertise.
Essentially, all of the purchasing and billing for the Bureau
was handled by the Intern. This activity entails paying all
outstanding invoices, maintaining supplies, balancing the various
expense accounts and transferring funds as necessary. It was a
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necessary part of this function to update the filing procedures and
log all financial transactions—accurate recordkeeping is essential to
ensure that all billing and purchasing were legitimate and executed on
a timely basis. The job task also required the intern to continually
interface with numerous individuals within the city government, as
well as with independent vendors and contractors of city services.
Contacts were made and, subsequently, communication was much
improved. The intern became well acquainted with the city's
correspondence mechanisms and was recognized by superiors for
recommendations which resulted in the implementation of a new
departmental filing system.
Working with the Administrative Assistant throughout the
internship experience naturally placed the author at the focal point
for the topic of this degree paper. It is within the administrative
ranks that the effects of Fair Labor Standards Act are most keenly
felt. The effects of the recent developments in the area of overtime
compensation and work hours have placed an added burden on the
administrative function. The Act, as amended, has never before caused
the level of concern that has now arisen. It will be an ongoing
challenge for affected jurisdictions to adjust to the latest
developments in the law and still manage their respective governments
in an efficient and effective manner.
Problem Statement.
The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 establishes minimum wage,
overtime, record keeping and other requirements. State and local
government employees first became subject to the provisions of the
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FLSA by the Fair Labor Standards Amendments of 1966, effective
February 1, 1967. The 1966 amendments specifically extended coverage
under the Act to state and local government employees engaged in the
operation of hospitals, residential care facilities, institutions for
the aged and mentally ill, schools and mass transit systems. The
Education Amendments of 1972, effective June 30, 1972, amended the
FLSA to extend coverage to employees of preschools. Finally in 1974,
the FLSA was amended to extend its provisions to virtually all of the
remaining state and local government employees who were not covered as
a result of the previous amendments, effective May 1, 1974. The Fair
Labor Standards Act is enforced by the United States Department of
Labor. The Secretary of Labor is authorized to investigate employers
and institute litigation to recover unpaid wages and overtime. Where
a recovery is made, liquidated damages, attorney's fees and court
costs are usually assessed.
With the recent Garcia decision, provisions of the FLSA have
been further amended. As previously indicated, the extension of the
Act to include police and fire department employees has caused serious
financial problems for most jurisdictions covered by the FLSA. Due to
recent federal cutbacks,such as those imposed by the
Gramm-Rudman-Hol1ings Act, state and local governmental units are
experiencing severe financial constraints. Needless to say, the
Garcia decision has added to this burden considerably. The objective
here is to examine the potential solutions that the City of Atlanta
can and/or will utilize in an attempt to reduce the pressure.
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Detailed Identification of the Problem.
The Fair Labor Standards Act requires payment of all wages for
all the time an employee is required or permitted to work.. Under the
Act, overtime at a rate of one and one-half times the employee's rate
of pay must be paid for work in excess of forty hours in any workweek,
and each workweek must be considered separately when computing
overtime. Under this concept, employees who voluntarily continue to
work before or after their assigned shifts would be entitled to
payment. All that is required in a situation like this is that the
employer knows of or has reason to believe that employees are
continuing to work.
There are certain exemptions from the coverage of the Act for
employees who work in an executive, administrative or professional
capacity. There are also special overtime rules for employees who
work in firefighting, law enforcement and correctional institutions.
Not covered are any elected officials, their personal staff, their
appointees serving at policymaking levels, and their counsel on
constitutional and legal powers of the official's office. Although
the FLSA provisions leave some room for interpretation, basically the
Act recognizes two categories of jobs:
1. Exempt—those not covered by the Act.
2. Non-Exempt—those covered by the Act.
The exempt employee (not eligible for overtime) falls under one
of three subordinate categories—executive, administrative and
professional. An employee's eligibility for overtime depends on his
duties and responsibilities and his salary. The classifications are








(a) managing a recognized organi¬
zation department or subdivision, and
(b) regularly directing the work
of two or more employees.
(a) Office or non-manual work
directly related to management
policies or general operations, or
(b) administration of a school or
educational system or department, and
(c) whose work requires the eitercise
of discretion and independent
Judgment.
(a) work requiring advanced
knowledge of the type customarily
acquired through prolonged
specialized study (as distinguished
from a general academic education) or
(b) teaching, and
(c) work requiring the consistent
exercise of discretion and judgment:
or intervention, imagination or talent
in a recognized field of artistic
endeavor.
SALARY Are paid on a salary or fee basis
of at least $250.00 per week.
Are paid on a salary or fee basis
of at least $250.00 per week.
Are paid on a salary or f«« basts
of at least $250.00 per week.
Source: Code uf federal ReQuIeLioni. 29 CFR Secs. 541.1 - 541.3. 1984.
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A "salary” Is a predetermined amount constituting part or all
of the employee's compensation, that is regularly received in full for
any workweek he or she works, regardless of the quantity and the
quality of the work. There are alternative definitions for executive,
administrative and professional personnel that allow lower pay levels;
they include the duty and responsibility tests stated above, as well
as several additional tests. For example, medical school graduates
serving as interns or residents, and teachers in schools or
educational institutions, are considered professionals by the
Department of Labor. Also, police and fire departments with less than
five employees engaged in law enforcement or fire protection
activities are exempt from the FLSA provisions as outlined in Section
13 of the Act.
The FLSA mandates that all covered employees receive a minimum
hourly wage, or $3.35." Most local governments now pay an hourly
wage equal to or greater than this amount. There are special
provisions allowing for the payment of subminimum wages to full-time
students, the handicapped, and a few others when specified conditions
are met. As previously stated, the FLSA mandates that an employee
must be compensated for all overtime "hours worked" in any given
"workweek" or "work period" at one and on half times his or her
"regular rate." "Workweek," "work period," "hours worked," and
"regular rate" are key terms in the overtime provisions of the Act.
Each is given a specific definition which warrants mention.
"The Fair Labor Standards Act, 29 USC Sec. 206(a)<1), 1974.
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Workweek and Work Period. A workweek Is a regularly recurring set of
seven days over which "hours worked" are to be totaled for determining
the number of overtime hours for which an employee must be paid at the
time and one-half rate. The workweek may begin on any day of the week
and at any hour selected by the employer. It must end 168 hours
later, and at that time the next workweek begins. The workweek can
begin on different days and at different times for different groups of
employees and, although permanent changes are permitted, once an
employee's workweek has been selected it must remain fixed.
Hours Worked. Hours worked include all time that an employee is
required to be on duty, on the employer's premises, or at a workplace
for the employer, and all time that the employee is permitted to
work. This includes time during which an employee is at required
roll-calls, briefings and training. Also included is time an employee
voluntarily works before and after regular work shift if permitted by
the employer, including any work done at the home of the employee if
the employer knows of this situation. Hours worked also include time
spent on call near the employer's premises under conditions preventing
the employee from using the time effectively for personal purposes,
but usually does not include merely remaining reachable by phone or
beeper. The term also includes the time police spend in court as part
of their police responsibilities. Vacation and sick leave are not
counted as hours worked even though they are paid hours. Lunch
breaks, where the employee is completely relieved of all duties for at
least a thirty minute uninterrupted interval, are also not counted as
hours worked.
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Regular Rate. The regular rate is the equivalent hourly rate at which
the employee is actually paid a normal, non-overtime wage. The Act
does not require employers to compensate their personnel on an hourly
rate basis, any basis including piece rate, commission, and salary is
permitted. The regular rate (computed over each workweek or work
period for purposes of overtime pay) is computed by including base
pay, merit pay, career incentives pay, longevity pay and all other pay
actually received. The regular rate does not include gifts, pay for
vacation or sick leave, certain discretionary bonuses or employer
contributions to fringe benefits such as retirement plans.^ Section
207 (k) of the Act permits publicly employed police, corrections and
fire personnel to have established work periods of anywhere from 7 to
28 consecutive days, instead of a seven-day workweek. It also permits
an overtime threshold for police and corrections staff to the
equivalent of 42.75 hours per week, and for fire personnel to the
equivalent of 53 hours per week. The statute also specifies the
eligible work period lengths and directs the Department of Labor to
determine the overtime thresholds. The threshold values stated here
are the most recent ones issued by the Department of Labor. They were
issued in 1983 but made effective retroactively to January 1, 1978.
All the special work periods and their respective thresholds are shown
in Table 1.
"Code of Federal Regulations. 29 CFR Secs. 778-785, 1984
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Source: Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA): Policy Guidelines, City of
Atlanta, Dept, of Administrative Services, Bureau of Personnel and Human
Resources, July 1985, Appendix B.
The work, period that is selected can have a dramatic effect on
the number of overtime hours accumulated by public safety personnel.
Consider the most common fire duty cycle in the country, which is 24
hours on and 48 hours off. Figure 1 shows the overtime consequences
of a seven-day work period for this duty cycle. Every third period,
the jurisdiction must pay 19 hours of overtime for that firefighter.
Over the course of a year, the jurisdiction will pay approximately 329
hours of overtime per firefighter. Figure 2 shows a nine-day work
period for the same duty cycle. In each period the jurisdiction will
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pay 3.9 hours of overtime for a given firefighter, and over the course
of a year that will amount to 158 hours.
FIGURE 1
SEVEN-DAY WORK PERIOD, 24 HOURS ON, 48 HOURS OFF SCHEDULE
72 hrs. 48 hrs. 48 hrs. 72 hrs.
X O O X O 0 X//0 0 X O 0 X 0//0 X O 0 X 0 0//x 00X00 x//0 0X0
FIGURE 2
NINE-DAY WORK PERIOD, 24, HOURS ON, 48 HOURS OFF SCHEDULE
72 hrs. 72 hrs. 72 hrs.
XOOXOOXO 0//x 00X00X0 0//x 00X00X0 o//x 00X0
Note: X = on-duty hours
0 * off duty hours
Source:
City Atlanta,
The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA): Policy Guidelines.
Dept, of Administrative Services, Bureau of Personnel
and Human Resources, July 1985, Appendix B.
This example shows that the selected work periods can
substantially affect the number of overtime hours for which employees
under the 24/48 duty cycle must be compensated under the FLSA. The
seven-day work period results in more than twice as many overtime
hours as the nine-day work period. It is important to note, however,
that the example provides only an estimate of the overtime hours for
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which employees must be reimbursed. It is inevitable that emergencies
and other circumstances will occasionally require an employee to work
more hours during a workweek or work period than estimated. On the
other hand, used vacation leave and sick leave will reduce the hours
worked in certain workweeks or work periods.
Record Keeping. All employers subject to the Act are required by
Section 11(c) to make and preserve employment records in accordance
with regulations issued by the Department of Labor. These regulations
require no particular form of records, but they specify in detail the
information that the records must contain for various types of
employees. In general, the data required for each employee covered by
the FLSA are:
1. Full name with identification number (ie. Social Security
Number)
2. Home address
3. Date of birth, if under age 19
4. Sex and occupation in which employed
5. Time and day on which his or her workweek or work period
begins, and length of the work period
6. Regular rate of pay for any workweek or work period in
which overtime is worked
7. Hours worked each day and each workweek or work period
8. Total daily, weekly or work period straight-time earnings
(includes one time but not time and one-half pay for
overtime)
9. Overtime excess compensation (the "half time" or more
extra compensation for overtime)
10. Total wages paid each pay period
11. Date of payment and the pay period covered by the
payment
‘’Federal Fair Labor Standards Act: Its Application to State
and Local Government Agencies. (Ohio: Clemans, Nelson and Assoc.,
1985), p. 33.
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The Department of Labor can require access to, or submission
of, these records as well as any others it determines are necessary
for its enforcement responsibilities.
It is important to note here that while the Fair Labor
Standards Act does set basic minimum wage and overtime pay standards
and regulates the employment of minors, there are a number of
employment practices which the Act does not regulate. For example,
the Act does not require:
- vacation, holiday, severance or sick pay
- meal or rest periods, holidays off or vacations
- premium pay for weekend or holiday work
- a discharge notice, reason for discharge or immediate
payment of final wages
- any limit on the number of work hours for persons 16 years
of age or over
These and similar matters are determined by agreement between
the employer and the employee or their authorized representatives.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
Since the early 1800's, when labor laws were first enacted in
the United States, the employer/employee relationship has changed
fundamentally. The formation of labor unions, collective bargaining
practices, established work schedules and child labor laws, to name a
few, are all the product of legislative initiatives which protect the
American worker. For example, the Pendleton Act of 1883 established a
Civil Service system based upon merit and, in 1935, The National Labor
Relations (Wagner) Act established the first national labor policy to
protect the right of workers to organize and elect their represent¬
atives for collective bargaining negotiations.
With the passage of the Fair Labor Standards Act in 1938, a
twenty-five cent minimum wage was set along with the time and one-half
overtime provision. Subsequent amendments raised the minimum wage
and, as discussed, extended coverage to an additional 3.6 million
workers. The Equal Pay Act of 1963 prohibited wage differentials
based on sex for workers covered by the FLSA. Subsequent legislation
included the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which prohibits discrimination
in employment practices and, in addition, established the Equal




The Tenth Amendment of the United States Constitution in
partprovides that the powers not delegated to the United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the
States respectively, or to the people. The Supreme Court, in its
resolution of Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority,
did not give significant judicial weight to this Constitutional
provision. Simply stated, the court could have dealt with the Garcia
case by saying whether or not mass transit was a "traditional"
governmental function. The court, however, went much further and
overturned its earlier decision in National League of Cities v. Usery
entirely. In so doing, the Fair Labor Standards Act and its
provisions have become one of the trost controversial and burdensome
issues challenging state and local governments throughout the nation.
There have been questions, criticisms and consequences not only as
they relate to monetary considerations, but also as they affect the
whole concept of American federalism.
Following the 1974 amendments to the Fair Labor Standards Act
which resulted in the inclusion of almost all federal, state and local
employees, the National League of Cities, the National Governors'
Conference, eighteen states and several cities filed a court action.
The lawsuit, which began on December 20, 1974, sought to prevent
application of the police and fire overtime provisions. On December
i. 1974, just four and one-half hours before the effective date of
these provisions. Chief Justice Burger signed a stay order for all of
the 1974 amendments affecting state and local government employees.
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On June 24, 1974, the Supreme Court ruling in the case stipulated that
while the 1974 amendments to the FLSA would stand, they would not be
applicable to state and local employees engaged in "traditional
governmental functions." As such, police and firefighters, along with
school, hospital, sanitation and parks and recreation employees, were
immediately categorized as "exempt" under the provisions of the Act.
The decision was by a vote of 5 to 4. The high court's rationale is
indicated by the following excerpts from the decision of the majority:
Our examination of the effect of the 1974 amendments, as sought
to be extended to the States and their political subdivisions,
satisfies us that both the minimum wage and maximum hour
provisions will impermissibly interfere with the integral
governmental functions of these bodies.
We hold that insofar as the challenged amendments operate
to directly displace the States' freedom to structure integral
operations in areas of traditional governmental functions, they
are not within the authority granted Congress by Article I,
U.S. Constitution, 8, cl. 3.'
On December 21, 1979, the Department of Labor amended the
Federal Register to specify the functions that would be considered
traditional and nontraditional. It added to the Supreme Court's list
of traditional functions only libraries and museums. Non-traditional
functions were defined to include alcoholic beverage stores, off-track
betting corporations, local mass transit systems, generation and
distribution of electric power, provision of residential and
commercial telephone and telegraphic communications and a few other
specified functions.
Over the following eight years, several suits were filed
contesting the application of the FLSA to government employees,
^National Leaqe of Cities v. Usery, 426 U.S. 833, Sup. Ct.
(1976).
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especially transit workers. An appeal of three consolidated cases
again brought the FLSA before the Supreme Court. One of those cases
was. In fact, the Garcia case which was filed by a transit worker in
San Antonio, Texas who sought to recover unpaid overtime. The court's
decision, again a 5 to 4 vote, allowed the Fair Labor Standards Act,
as amended through 1974, to apply without restriction to state and
local governments. The court's rationale, however controversial, is
quite clear as the following excerpt demonstrates.
Our examination of this "function" standard applied in these
and other cases over the last eight years now persuades us that
the attempt to draw the boundaries of state regulatory immunity
In terms of "traditional governmental function" is not only
unworkable but Is Inconsistent with established principles of
federalism and. Indeed, with those very federalism principles
on which National League of Cities purported to rest. That
case, accordingly. Is overruled.
Insofar as the present cases are concerned, then, we need •
go no further than to state that we perceive nothing in the
overtime and minimum wage requirements of the FLSA, as applied
to SAMTA (San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority) that is
destructive of state sovereignty or violative of any
constitutional provision. SAMTA faces nothing more than the
same minimum wage and overtime obligations that hundreds of
thousands of other employers, public as well as private, have
to meet.
Of course, we continue to recognize that the States occupy
a special and specific position in our constitutional system
and that the scope of Congress' authority under the Commerce
Clause must reflect that position. But the principal and basic
limit on the federal commerce power Is that inherent in all
congressional action—the built-in restraints that our system
provides through state participation in federal governmental
action. The political process ensures that laws that unduly
burden the States will not be promulgated. In the factual
setting of these cases the Internal safeguards of the political
process have performed as Intended.
In sum, in National League of Cities the court tried to
repair what did not need repair.
We do not lightly overrule precedent. We have not
hesitated, however, when It has become apparent that a prior
decision has departed from a proper understanding of
congressional power under the Commerce Clause. See United
States V. Darby. 312 US 100, 116-117 (1941). Due respect for
the reach of congressional power within the federal system
mandates that we do so now.
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National League of Cities v. Usery, 426 US 833 (1976), Is
overruled. The judgment of the District Court Is reversed, and
these cases are remanded to that court for further proceedings
consistent with this opinion.
It Is so ordered.®
Local governments are now subject to the same provisions
Imposed upon them in the spring of 1974. The Garcia decision affects
the coverage of the Fair Labor Standards Act In 50 states and
approximately 3,000 counties, 19,000 municipalities, 17,000 townships,
15,000 school districts and 29,000 local special districts, employing
approximately 7 million persons full-time and having aggregate
payrolls exceeding 12 billion dollars per month.'’ Given that
breadth of coverage. It is very difficult to estimate precisely what
actions will be required to comply with the ruling and what It will
cost. Many governmental units already comply with the FLSA standards
but some probably do not. Still others probably comply In part but
what it will take to get their procedures and practices Into
compliance will vary widely.
Although speculation is risky, a few generalizations can be
ventured. First, compliance with the overtime requirements will be
more difficult and expensive than compliance with the minimum wage
standards simply because most full-time employees of most governments
are already receiving the minimum wage or more. Secondly, since the
functions that are most likely to cause overtime difficulties (police
and fire) constitute a far higher proportion of local than state
spending, the fiscal effects of meeting the new standards will
^Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority. 53
USLH 4135, Supreme Court (1985).
'’Federal Fair Labor Standards Act: Its Application to State
and Local Government Agencies. (Ohio: Clemans, Nelson and Assoc.,
1985) p. 49
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probably be more heavily felt among local governments. Third, because
the bulk of the costs and changes will be associated in those areas
relating to safety, with fire and police, especially the 24 hour
shifts for firefighters, the extra work hours generated will be
defined as overtime under the regulations that now apply. Fourth, to
the extent that localities are unable or unwilling to meet higher
labor costs, services will be reduced. Economic resources are fixed
and, as such, in order to increase the utility in one area, another
area will suffer. While it is true that service reductions are not
the only alternative available to localities, nor perhaps the most
likely, they are almost inevitable, at least, in the short run. If an
event like a court action forces costs to rise and tax rates have
already been set, other options are limited because state and local
governments, almost without exception, must balance their spending
with their revenues annually.
Although comprehensive cost estimates on a national scale are
impossible to provide, some less global estimates have been made and
they are worth noting. Two states illustrate the risks encountered in
trying to make broad cost generalizations. Maryland chose to
implement the FLSA standards some years ago voluntarily and officials
there anticipate little additional cost as a result of Garcia. The
state of Minnesota, in contrast, due to its lack of compliance,
estimated that its additional costs would run as high as 7.4 million
dollars annually.’*’ At the local level, probably the best broad
"’Public Sector Overtime Pay: The Impact of "Garcia" on
State and Local Governments (Washington, D.C.: Bureau of National
Affairs, 1985), p. 20.
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national estimate has been compiled by the International City
Management Association, which calculated the additional overtime costs
for three groups of employees: firefighters, police and Ipw-level
professionals. It estimates an annual compliance cost of between 321
million and 1.5 billion dollars.'' This spread of almost 5 to 1
from top to bottom suggests the difficulties of acquiring any reliable
data on the issue.
It is important to note here that these estimates do not
reflect the effects of market changes or collective bargaining, which
may drive down pay rates when coming into compliance, or how
efficiencies stemming from efforts to reduce overtime hours may reduce
costs. In addition, the estimates are insufficient predictors of
other factors that may induce higher costs, such as implementing new
record keeping systems, paying legal counsel for advice on achieving
compliance, court costs, retroactive payments that may be required and
other factors. Essentially, the extended coverage of the Fair Labor
Standards Act will have immediate effects that are both costly and
widespread, but the Garcia decision's long-range consequences are as
yet unknown.
Enforcement.
When enacted, the Fair Labor Standards Act was perceived by its
advocates to be a humane and progressive legislative initiative. It
was intended to protect workers from exploitation, contribute to their
well-being and help distribute available employment through the
'"'The Fair Labor Standards Act and the Law," International
City Management Association Newsletter, Vol. 66, No. 20, (May 1985),
p. 7.
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workforce. As previously stated, the Act has been amended several
times since 1938 (see Appendix A). The bulk of these previous
amendments did not go into effect until several weeks after receiving
the appropriate congressional and executive approval. The Supreme
Court's recent decision, however, reinstated the 1974 amendments for
all employees as of February 19, 1985, with no period for adjustments.
Congress, when it amended the Act in 1974, intended to give cities and
counties some time to adjust to the overtime compensation provisions
for public safety personnel. Much to the dismay of municipalities and
their officials, the Garcia decision does not provide such an
extension. To reiterate, the effective date of enforcement for Garcia
was October 15, 1985 and retroactive to April 15, 1985.
The 1974 amendments also provided that time and.one-half
initially would have to be paid to police and fire employees only
after they worked the equivalent of 60 hours per week. It stipulated,
however, that the value would be reduced over the subsequent years
hence the current time requirements of just 42.75 hours for police and
53 hours for fire personnel. As cited previously, this retroactive
pay adjustment was estimated to cost state and local governments in
excess of 3 billion dollars per year and, predictably, they voiced
strong opposition to the measure. Relief from the stringent
guidelines was sought and ultimately received when Congress agreed to
ease the overtime burden. An 11th hour compromise between the House
and Senate cleared the way for legislation which will save state and
local governments between 2 to 4 billion dollars in employee wages.
The legislation, enacted on November 1, 1985, eliminated the
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retroactive application of the overtime provisions of the FLSA under
the Garcia decision and established April 15, 1986 as the new
effective date for apolication of the FLSA's overtime regulations. In
addition, the measure now legaliy allows state and local governments
to compensate public employees for overtime with compensatory time off
rather than cash if permitted under collective bargaining agreements
between employers and workers. In other words, the legislation still
requires that time and one-half be given for each hour of overtime
worked. The bill, which was worked out between the Senate Labor and
Human Resources Committee and the Labor Standards Subcommittee of the
House Education and Labor Committee, did offer some additional relief
for municipalities. For example, the compromise exempts employees of
city councils and other state and local legislative bodies from the
overtime provisions of the FLSA, and excludes special detail
assignments (ie. major sporting events and concerts) for police
officers and firefighters from overtime hour provisions. Also, the
bill places a cap of 480 hours on the amount of compensatory time that
could be amassed by seasonal, public safety or emergency response
workers. After that, employers must provide monetary compensation.'^
Section 11 of the Fair Labor Standards Act authorizes
representatives of the Department of Labor to investigate and gather
data concerning wages, hours and other employment practices; enter and
inspect an employer's premises and records; and question employees to
determine whether any person has violated any provision of the Act.
While every effort is made to resolve the issue of compliance and
'^"Congress Moves to Ease Overtime for Cities," Public
Administration Times, Vol. 8, No. 21, (November, 1985), p.ll.
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payment of back, wages at an administrative level, the Act provides
these statutory provisions against a State or locality unless at least
legal remedies available to employees.
Employers covered by the FLSA are subject to litigation bioug.nt
by private parties under Section 16 of the Act, including the
assurance of statutorily mandated minimum wage and overtime
guarantees. In any case involving a State or local government as an
employer, in which it is administratively determined that violations
have occurred, the Department of Labor will not file suit to enforce
restraints unless a thirty (30) day written notice has first been
given that the pay practices in question are in violation of the
Act.'^ This policy has no application with respect to situations in
which an FLSA suit has been filed against a State or local government
employer prior to the date of the Garcia decision. The course to be
followed by the Department of Labor in such litigation will be
determined on a case by case basis.
Local governments should be aware that the FLSA also provides
for the following enforcement procedures:
-An employee may file suit to recover back wages and an equal
amount in damages, plus attorney's fees and court costs.
-The Secretary of Labor may file suit on behalf of employees
for back wages and an equal amount in damages.
-The Secretary may obtain a court Injunction to restrain any
person from violating the law, including unlawfully withholding
proper minimum wage and overtime pay.
-Employers who have wilfully violated the law may face criminal
penalties, including files and imprisonment.
'^Federal Fair Labor Standards Act: Its Application to State
and Local Government Agencies (Ohio: Clemans, Nelson & Assoc., 1985),
p. 57
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-Employees who have filed complaints or provided information
during an investigation may not be discharged for having done
so. If they are, they may file a suit on their behalf for
relief, including reinstatement to their jobs and payment of
wages lost plus monetary damages.''
A two year statute af limitations apnl’es to the ^-eco'.e ,; of
back wages except in the case of willful violations, in which case a
three year statute of limitations would be applicable. Courts have
discretion to grant or deny liquidated damages when a violation is
found, and may award any amount up to the underpayments whenever it is
found that the employer's violation was made in a good faith effort,
and if the employer shows reasonable grounds for believing no
violation was being committed. Class action suits are permitted, so
long as each participant gives his consent in writing. But suits by
representatives, such as unions, are prohibited (see Appendix B).
Some local governments will be able to achieve full compliance
with limited rescheduling, bookkeeping modifications and overtime
compensation payments. Others, however, will have to make major
scheduling changes, hire new personnel, or have fewer on duty at a
given time in order to avoid substantial overtime expenses, as well as
revamp their timekeeping and pay system for police and firefighters.
The City of Atlanta, not unlike most other major cities across the
county, has already utilized many’of these procedures in preparation
for and enforcement of the Fair Labor Standards Act. And also, as is
the case in numerous municipalities, the City of Atlanta is feeling
its greatest impact with respect to police and fire personnel
classified here under the Department of Public Safety.
'^Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA): Pol icy Guidelines, City
of Atlanta, Department of Administrative Services, Bureau of Personnel
and Human Resources, July 1985, p. 45
IV. METHODOLOGY
Conceptual Framework.
Cost-benefit analysis, a relatively new concept in social
science research, is often used to measure program efficiency.
Fundamentally, the cost of a certain course of action is the value of
the best alternative course of action that could have been adopted
instead. In other words, if a governmental unit is confronted with a
problem of potential divergence between public and social costs and
benefits, it needs estimates of the social valuations relative to the
public valuations before it can formulate policy objectives. Doing so
requires substantial information which may not always be available or
reliable. When data is inappropriate or unattainable, governmental
units can often only approximate the estimates of resources likely to
be needed by looking at the closest comparable operations in the
market place. Simply stated, researchers often wish to go beyond
asking whether a program is effective by asking whether it is
effective in comparison to other alternative programs. Social
cost-benefit analysis, a variation from the strictly economic
approach, is difficult to calculate. Inherent problems with the
procedure include the difficulty with which one is required to measure
costs and benefits in standard terms (i.e., how does one accurately
measure "work satisfaction"). Secondly, attempting to measure the
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effects of one aspect of a policy decision requires also measuring the
effects of other intervening variables impacting on the policy
issue.'
Social cost-benefit analysis, as it is used herein, is
legitimate due to the nature of the topic itself. The Fair Labor
Standards Act, as amended, has influenced most employees covered by
the Act in some fashion. Atlanta firefighters are given special
attention because the nature of their occupation implies that
substantial changes may be made. Some city services can easily be
removed or curtailed when financial or other considerations warrant.
Fire protection, on the other hand, must be continually provided. As
such, having trained and ready fire personnel is a benefit so great
that the costs associated with the service are viewed as marginal, at
least by the general public. Municipal officials, however, must
assess the costs involved and make decisions accordingly.
Analyzing the Fair Labor Standards Act as it relates to Atlanta
firefighters using the social cost-benefit approach requires certain
information, such as, an accounting of fire personnel and their
classifications, an examination of previous departmental personnel
policies regarding overtime compensation, a description of preliminary
changes either suggested or implemented and a look at any initial
feedback as well as long-run implications. The final decision as to
whether or not these revisions are valid and/or warranted will be
determined by weighting the relative costs against the relative
benefits of those changes including any external considerations that
'*H. W. Smith, Strategies of Social Research, 2nd ed.,




Social cost-benefit analysis, sometimes referred to as
contemporary cost-benefit analysis, is primarily concerned with
criteria of equity. As such, the technique is consistent with the
concept of social rationality just as the economic approach places
emphasis upon quantitative/monetary benefits. Social cost-benefit
analysis is, therefore, used to measure redistributional benefits that
may result from policy recommendations/decisions. In utilizing this
contemporary approach, it is essential that the costs and benefits are
classified prior to formulating a judgment about the validity of
policy actions. Classification requires that the analyst first
determine whether or not costs and benefits are:
- internal or external to the policy environment—here
the question is whether a given cost or benefit is
inside or outside the boundaries of the policy
jurisdiction or target group. The determination of a
cost or benefit being inside (internal) or outside
(external) depends upon how the policy environment is
defined by the analyst.
- primary or secondary in nature—the question here is
whether the cost or benefit is a "direct" or "indirect"
result of a program. A primary cost or benefit is one
that is related to the most highly valued program
objectives, while a secondary cost or benefit is one
that is related to objectives that are less valued.
- directly or indirectly measurable—here the question is
whether the cost or benefit is a "tangible" or
"intangible" one. Tangibles are cost and benefits that
are directly measurable in terms of known market prices
for goods and services, while intangibles are costs and
benefits indirectly measurable in terms of estimates of
such market prices.
- redistributional benefits or those resulting from
improvements in net efficiency—the question here is
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whether combined costs and benefits create an increase
in aggregate income or result merely in shifts in
income or other resources among different groups. Net
efficiency or "real" benefits result in increased net
income, while redistributional or "pecuniary" benefits
cause a shift in the incomes of one group at the
expense of another but without increasing net
eff i c i ency benefits.'
These considerations are further analyzed by specifying the
specific criteria for recommendation. Depending on the nature of the
problem, various criteria may be relevant (efficiency, adequacy,
equity).’' For the purposes of this study, two criteria are
fundamental for analysis. Specifically. Pareto improvement and
distributional improvement are the strategies used. Pareto
improvement occurs when one group benefits as a result of a policy
action, while no group loses. Distributional improvement, in
contrast, suggests that one specified group must benefit from
improvements resulting from an increase in net efficiency. These
concepts are applied to the issue and discussed further under Section
V, Analysis.
Interview Questions.
The social cost-benefit analysis technique is used here to
examine the financial implications of the Garcia decision and the
subsequent policy recommendations/decisions made by City of Atlanta
officials. Additionally, insights from unstructured interviews are
used to obtain a broader understanding of the issue, particularly in
regards to Atlanta firefighters. Following is a list of the questions
'^William N. Dunn, Public Policy Analysis: An Introduction.
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1981), p. 246.
t 7 Ibid., p. 249
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all of which demanded "open-ended" responses. The interviews were
conducted informally and separately and only with high-ranking city
officials well versed on the issue.
1. What have been the immediate effects of the FLSA on the
City of Atlanta? (ie. impact areas, opposition etc.)
2. Who essentially is responsible for the FLSA's enforcement?
3. What have been the short-run effects of the Act? (ie.
monetary)
4. What long-run effects do you expect? (ie. service
delivery, tax increases, personnel cut-backs)
5. What has been the administrative reaction to the FLSA's
extension? Employee reaction?
6. Do city officials plan to institute or join in litigation
to attempt to change enforcement provisions? If so, in
what ways? If not, why?
7. How will the Bureau of Public Safety specifically be
affected?
8. Who is working on plans for compliance?
9. Will personnel cut-backs, hiring freezes and the like be
used to minimize the enforcement effort?
10. How, if at all, will safety be threatened?
11. Will the use of a volunteer fire department be considered?
12. How will Georgia, being a non-statutory state without
formal 1y recognized employee unions, respond to union
efforts/suggestions? To what extent will these pressures
influence decision-making?
13. What recommendations have been suggested/implemented for
compliance purposes? Among these recommendations, which
appear workable, which unlikely and why?
The interviewees included: Ms. Lillie Hughes, Director of
Personnel, Bureau of Personnel and Human Resources; Mr. Fred Gill,
Division Chief, Department of Classification and Compensation; Major
William Shannon, Department of Fire Services, Bureau of Public Safety
and Ms. Lois Johnson, Director of Management Services, Bureau of
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Public Safety.
The interviews are used to provide a clearer understanding of
the basic provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act and to
demonstrate the impact that the Garcia decision has had upon one
jurisdiction, the City of Atlanta. The analysis, therefore, includes
input from both the descriptive methods outlined as well as from the
interviewees. Their responses are presented in the following section.
V. ANALYSIS
As used in Section 7(k) and 13(b) of the Fair Labor Standards
Act, the term "any employee in fire protection activities" refers to
any employee who is employed by an organized fire department or fire
protection district and who, pursuant to the extent required by State
statute or local ordinance, has been trained and has the legal
authority and responsibility to engage in the prevention, control or
extinguishment of a fire of any type and who performs activities which
are required or concerned with firefighting. The term would include
all such employees, regardless of their status as "trainee,"
"probationary," or "permanent" employee, or of their particular
specialty or job title <ie. firefighter, engineer, fire inspector).
The term would also include rescue and ambulance service personnel if
such personnel form an integral part of the public agency's fire
protection activities. Not included in the term are the so-called
"civilian" employees of a fire department or fire district who engage
in such support activities as those performed by alarm operators,
dispatchers or maintenance workers.
The City of Atlanta Fire Department has 1,017 employees and 60
position vacancies. Included in this group are firefighters as well
as other job classifications, 67 of which are civilian or unsworn
positions. Table 2 shows a listing of these positions (excluding




CLASS TITLE AND OVERTIME STATUS
PUBLIC SAFETY GROUP
Fire Prevention and Support Services (40 hrs/wk)
Overtime Class Titles
Y Fire Dispatcher
Y Fire Dispatcher Supervisor
N Fire Alarm Superintendent
N Fire Equipment Superintendent
N Fire Equipment Maintenance Chief(BuiIdings)
N Fire Inspector
N Fire Inspector Supervisor
N Fire Safety Education Specialist I
N Fire Safety Education Specialist II
N Chief of Fire Safety Inspections
N Airport Fire Inspector
N Airport Crash Fire Rescue Training Officer
Y Fire Investigator
N Fire Investigator Supervisor
N Chief of Fire Safety Investigations
N Fire Marshal
N Fire Safety Specialist I
N Fire Safety Specialist II
N Fire Training Chief
N Chief of Fire Safety Education
Fire Suppression Series (56 hrs/wk)
Y Firefighter
Y Fire Apparatus Operator
Y Firefighter Rescue Technician I
N Firefighter Rescue Technician II
Y Fire Lieutenant
Y Fire Captain
N Fire Battalion Chief
N Fire Commander
N Fire Deputy Chief for Fire Prevention
N Fire Assistant Chief of Fire Prevention
N Fire Assistant Chief of Fire Safety
N Fire Chief
N Fire First Assistant Chief
Source: Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA: Pol icy Guidelines.
City of Atlanta, Dept, of Administrative Services, Bureau of Personnel
and Human Resources, July 1985, Appendix C.
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As indicated by "Y", only eight of the positions are non-exempt
and, therefore, entitled to overtime compensation. Firefighters,
classified here under fire supression series, are so entitled. At
present, there are 453 firefighters in the City of Atlanta. This
number represents a vacancy of 15 positions—full staff being 468.
The firefighters work, an average of 56 hours per week (3 hours over
the current FLSA provision) and a shift of 24 hours on/48 hours off.
Overtime payments for the firefighters run into the hundreds of
thousands of dollars per month. Table 3 shows the overtime payments
for a period of two months (January through March) on a bi-weekly
basis. The listing is a comparison of the compensation payments given
in 1985 and 1986.
TABLE 3

















Source: Jake Grady, City of Atlanta, Bureau of Financial
Analysis and Auditing.
These figures clearly indicate that the enforcement of the Fair
Labor Standards Act to include public safety employees has resulted in
a substantial financial burden for the City of Atlanta. Compliance
with the Act has increased the amount of overtime compensation by over
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one hundred and eighty thousand dollars in two months alone. It is
not at all surprising that municipal officials across the nation
showed such fierce resistance to the extension of the Act to include
police and firefighters.
Interview Responses.
Based upon the literature review and Table 3, one might imagine
that the financial effects of the Garcia decision are dramatic and the
potential curtailment of service delivery unavoidable. These
conclusions would, however, be hasty. The information obtained during
the interviews clearly contradict the findings so often outlined in
the literature. The responses given provided the interviewer with
both a clearer understanding of the issue itself and of city
management.
In response to question one concerning the immediate impact of
the FLSA's extension, Ms. Hughes remarked, in a word, "chaos." It was
a chaotic situation because it forced the city to immediately
establish a uniform record keeping system. Prior to the Garcia case,
all city departments used individual and varying recording devices.
This, needless to say, made accountability less effective in overtime
practices. In the past, overtime was issued upon request by an
immediate supervisor or department head. In many instances a
supervisor (i.e., police sergent) could both approve a subordinate's
overtime as well as his own. As a result, overtime privileges were
abused and, therefore, compensation payments excessive. According to
Ms. Hughes, the newly established record keeping system eliminates
this payroll surplus by keeping much closer tabs on overtime
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requests. The new system, which is presently in effect, allows
overtime to be issued only after it is recommended by the department
head and subsequently approved by the bureau commissioner. In other
words, if a Word Processor in the Bureau of Planning requests to work
overtime, he must now go not to his immediate supervisor (ie. Admin¬
istrative Assistant) but instead to the Director of Planning.
Assuming he legitimizes the request, it is then forwarded to the
Commissioner of Community Development for his approval. As expected,
this chain of command technique has considerably reduced overtime
requests as many city employees would rather forgo the additional
hours than go through the appropriate channels. The assumption here
is, of course, that if the overtime is truly justified, an employee
would not object to these procedures. Ms. Hughes contends that more
work assignments will be performed and completed during regular
working hours more readily now than in the past. Mr. Gill, Division
Chief from the Department of Classification and Compensation,
concurred. He viewed the record keeping revisions as being the "most
noticeable change thus far." All interviewees agreed that the FLSA's
greatest impact would be felt in public safety, specifically with the
firefighters. Remarking on this latter point. Major Shannon from the
Department of Fire Services commented that the FLSA would result in
shift schedule changes, a reallocation of personnel and increased
direct costs in overtime compensation. The extent to which these
changes will occur is still speculative.
The enforcement responsibility of the FLSA in the City of
Atlanta (question two) lay primarily with the Bureau of Personnel and
Human Resources. Although it is in this bureau that most
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administrative guidelines are set, it is the shared responsibility of
every department head to insure that his/her department is in
compliance with the law. One can easily recognize why the.record
keeping provisions are so clearly set forth within the Act itself. It
is essential that the lines of communication remain open, as Ms.
Hughes relies so heavily upon the continued cooperation from all
departments. "It is virtually impossible to keep tabs on everyone"
said Ms. Hughes. As such, interfacing and reliable correspondence
mechanisms are mandatory.
The responses to questions three and four were particularly
interesting. As previously stated, review of the literature suggests
that the FLSA would have a dramatic impact upon several key areas.
Specifically mentioned were the possible curtailment of services and
potential tax increases. Perhaps in many municipalities these are
serious considerations and/or inevitabilities, however, they are not
so for the City of Atlanta. Here again, the necessity for having an
efficient record keeping system was stressed. Although the city
expects an initial increase in compensation payments due to the FLSA
extension, it is believed that these costs will level off over time
due to better management practices. In other words, with the new
record keeping system in place, managers are forced to be more
efficient in their roles. Following the Garcia decision, the city
requested that all departments compile a complete, accurate and
updated listing of all employees, their present job classifications
and job descriptions. This information was then used by the Bureau of
Personnel and Human Resources to determine which positions would be
"exempt" and "non-exempt" from the provisions of the Act. As a
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result, sixty-six (66) positions were newly classified as "non-exempt"
and, therefore, eligible for overtime. Thirty-three (33) positions
were upgraded into the "exempt" category. Although the
reclassifications would suggest an added financial burden, the point
to be made here is that better record keeping results in more
productive, accountable, efficient and effective city management. The
figures presented in Table 4 substantiate these claims. The
departments listed generate 80 percent of the overtime cost to the
city, and reflect a 38 percent reduction in overtime dollars for the
first nine weeks of 1986 as compared to the first nine weeks of 1985.








First 9 wks '86
+-
VARIANCE t CHANGE
SANITATION $49,816. $60,466. $10,650. 21 .38
MOTOR
TRANSPORT $39,308. $16,383. -22,925. -58.32
CORRECTIONS $35,015. $29,035. -5.979. -17.08
WATER (A) $233,716. $101,742. -131.974. -56.47
WATER (B) $92,579. $50,642. -41.938. -45.30
WATER &
POLLUTION $41.567. $48,880. 7,312. 17.59
PARKS &
RECREATION $7,659. $4,584. -3,075. -40.15
TOTAL $499,661. $311,732. -187,929. -37.61
Source: The table was compiled by financial analysts from the
Department of Finance, Bureau of Budget and Management Analysis, City
of Atlanta.
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As Table 4 indicates, all of the bureaus, with the exceptions
of sanitation and water and pollution control, show a considerable
decrease in overtime payments. This, as a direct result of the FLSA
extension, demonstrates that the Garcia decision does not necessarily
spell doom in all instances. The total money saved during this nine
week period ($187,929) has off-set the overtime compensation paid to
firefighters ($183,257) over the same nine week period (see Table 3).
Granted, this comparison may be somewhat misleading as overtime will
vary as a matter of course, yet, the message is simply that the
establishment and subsequent extension of the FLSA to include police
and fire does not result in financial disaster as originally
anticipated. At least not for the City of Atlanta. The caveat is, of
course, that for many smaller municipalities, those with formally
recognized unions to contend with, the adjustment may be much harder
to make. This financial situation is unique to the City of Atlanta.
Other jurisdictions may experience particular problems requiring more
extensive research and/or intervention. However, the actions taken by
Atlanta officials can serve as a guide for other policy-makers whose
municipalities may be similar enough to permit duplication. With
regard to service delivery, all interviewees were firm in their
convictions that absolutely no services would be reduced. In fact,
the Bureau of Fire Services is actively recruiting candidates to fill
its 60 vacant slots, firefighters included. The interviewees were in
agreement that if in fact there is a sales tax increase in the city,
it would not be as a result of the Fair Labor Standards Act.
Furthermore, to date, there has been no such attempt made.
In response to question five concerning the administrative
reaction to the FLSA following the Garcia case, the interviewer was
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again surprised. Originally, the anticipated response was for
administrative officials to feel threatened and for employees to feel
euphoric. According to all interviewees, there was no adverse
reaction from either side. The major consideration, said Mr. Gill,
was for all parties involved "to get our acts together." Ms. Hughes
remarked that priority was placed on finalizing plans in order to meet
compliance deadlines, to ensure uniformity and to make the necessary
adjustments as quickly as possible. Major Shannon agreed adding "many
of the firefighters are looking forward to the possibility of working
fewer hours so that they would be able to take advantage of other job
opportunities." The enforcers do feel pressured, yet, they are not of
the opinion that the Act is in any way a negative legislative
initative.
Question six, which asked whether or not the City of Atlanta
planned to institute or join in any litigation efforts to restrict the
Act, was answered with an unequivocal "No." Ms. Hughes said that
originally, in 1985, the city participated in the lobbying effort, but
that with the most recent congressional extensions,no further attempts
will be made. Mr. Gill agreed saying that the FLSA is a good thing
for Atlanta and city employees. He further speculated that any future
attempts to restrict the Act would be in vain.
How the Department of Safety would specifically be affected,
the focus of question seven, also yielded a few notable responses.
Ms. Hughes spoke first of the police department saying that its
employees have not not been as affected by the extension of the FLSA
as those in fire. Police officers presently work a 40 hour workweek.
Under the provisions of the Act, they can now work a total of 42.75
hours without overtime constraints. Despite this provision, no plan
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for an extended work schedule Is anticipated. Some other changes are,
however, inevitable. For example, before Garcia, officers assigned to
traffic detail were paid a flat fee of $8.00 for the assignment
regardless of the number of hours involved. Under the Act, payment
must now be based upon the total hours worked. In addition, whenever
an officer was required to appear in court during his/her off-duty
hours, the officer received an allowance of $25.00. The FLSA
disallows this pre-established rate of pay and imposes that the
calculation be based upon the actual hours involved. The
firefighters, on the other hand, are undergoing more substantial
changes. Unlike the police officers, firefighters will get a work
schedule change. Although still tentative, the proposal is for a
reduction of 2 hours per week from 56 to 54 hours. This average
calculation is expected to save the city well over one million dollars
in overtime payments. This proposition and others will be discussed
in more detail under item 13.
The responses to question eight, concerning the parties
involved in the planning process, were rather straight-forward and not
surprising. Essentially, Ms. Hughes and the Department of Personnel
and Human Resources have the major responsibility for planning. Other
key individuals are also involved including Mr. Gill and his staff,
who only recently completed an extensive report on the FLSA and its
impact. This report is not as yet ready for public release. In
addition. Chief Napper of the Bureau of Public Safety, the Mayor's
office and numerous budget analysts are actively involved. Throughout
the decision-making process, all departments are being contacted for
input and feedback. Ultimately, according to Ms. Hughes,
informational-type seminars will be conducted to inform all personnel
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of any changes relevant to their positions and departments.
Question nine, which inquired about possible personnel
cut-backs, was, as previously mentioned, an alternative not
considered. Here again, the literature review appears to contradict
the facts. Ms. Hughes and Ms. Johnson both insisted that no employee
reductions would take place either in the form of lay-offs/dismissal
or hiring freezes. Recruitment will continue as usual.
Safety considerations, the focus of question ten, are of
primary interest in terms of police and fire personnel. In as much as
no manpower practices to reduce public safety employees are
anticipated, safety is not a major concern. However, firefighters
under the proposed 54 hour workweek will utilize minimal manning
practices. This strategy, to be discussed more fully later, is
considered safe, and is very common within the occupation.
As previously stated, Atlanta firefighters work the traditional
schedule which allows the fire station to be manned at all times.
This standard work schedule is 24 hours on/48 hours off. This means
that the firefighters stay on the premises for 24 consecutive hours
and then are off duty for two full days—48 hours. This, of course,
is a highly untraditional work schedule which is not typical or
representative of most employment patterns and work arrangements.
Under section 553.11 of the Act, individuals who volunteer to perform
fire protection or law enforcement activities are not considered to be
employees of the public agency which receive their services. As such,
they are not entitled to overtime compensation under the provisions of
the Act. Question eleven was asked to determine whether or not the
City of Atlanta would consider a volunteer fire department as a viable
alternative for compliance purposes. All interviewees concurred
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saying that no such practice would be utilized within the city now or
in the future. The officials are more than willing to accept the Act
and they plan to live up to their responsibilities without using this
or other subversive actions.
The responses to question twelve concerning union activity,
were not so favorable. Although Georgia is a non-statutory state and,
therefore, not obligated to formally recognize employee unions, the
city chooses to do so on an informal level. Ms. Hughes commented that
those jurisdictions with formally recognized unions had far more to
contend with than Atlanta. "Unions are notorious for attempting to
get all they can out of an issue like this," said Ms. Hughes. "We are
not going to let them hold us back," she continued "but we will listen
and respond dutifully to whatever they suggest." Major Shannon, who
quickly pointed out that he was not a union member, remarked that a_n
employees in public safety were asked for their opinions and
suggestions on the issue. "A lot of positive exchanges came out of
those discussions," he said, "much more so than I had expected." Mr.
Gill mentioned that the firefighters union, like many unions with
official status, were quite vocal about their preferences.
"Basically," according to Mr. Gill, "they (firefighters) wanted more
time off to work other jobs. That's it in a nutshell." This
particular point, one echoed by all of the interviewees, was based
upon the union proposal of a workweek reduction from 56 to 48 hours.
The recommendation, which has been rejected, would have required an
overuse of minimal manning strategies. Ms. Johnson, Director of
Management Services in the Department of Public Safety, explained the
initiative as one which would have allowed firefighters to work fewer
hours while, at the same time, receiving virtually the same pay under
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the provisions of the Act.
Question thirteen asked for the specific recommendations thus
far suggested concerning the firefighters. These recommendations are
not the product of any one individual or department. They are,
rather, the result of joint efforts from all of the city officials
involved in the planning effort. Because many of the plans are still
in the preliminary stages and, therefore,sti11 tentative, the
following chart outlines these recommendations along with the
appropriate action taken for each. Detailed discussions of these
follow.
CHART 2
RECOMMENDATIONS AND ACTIONS FOR ATLANTA FIREFIGHTERS
RECOMMENDATION ACTION
1. To maintain the status quo/do nothing Rejected
2. Implement a strict review of all
overtime requests Implemented
3. Standardize all police and fire
job classifications Implemented
4. Exclude meal and sleep time from
"hours worked" Rejected
5. Comply with all code provisions Implemented
6. Change firefighters work schedule
from 56 hours per week to 48 Rejected
7. Change firefighters work schedule
from 56 hours per week to 54 Tentative
Source: Compiled from information obtained during interview
sessions with City of Atlanta officials.
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The City of Atlanta, as with all other municipalities covered
by the Act, must comply with the law. As such, recommendation one, to
maintain the status quo, was rejected by city planners.
As previously discussed, recommendation two has already been
implemented. The record keeping mechanisms to monitor the delegation
of overtime hours are presently in place.
The third recommendation, which calls for a standardization of
all public safety employees has also been implemented. A complete
listing of all positions and their respective provisional status is
currently on file.
Section 533.15(b) of the Fair Labor Standards Act provides that
police and fire personnel who are on duty for more than 24 hours may
have meal and sleep time excluded from their hours worked if agreement
to that effect exists and if the sleep time is at least five
uninterrupted hours and meal times are at least 30 uninterrupted
minutes. If the City of Atlanta were to extend its duty cycles to 24
hours and 2 minutes, with each shift overlapping the other by one
minute, it might appear to be allowed to deduct qualifying sleep and
meal time. While this would reduce the overtime threshold, the
Department of Labor has not as yet indicated whether minute extensions
of the 24 hour duty shift are allowable. This uncertainty and
negative employee reaction to the proposition has resulted in the
rejection of recommendation four. City officials now consider it to
be an unworkable approach to the problem as well as an unacceptable
attempt to subvert the legislative intent of the FLSA.
Recommendation five, to comply with all code provisions, has
also been implemented to the extent possible. That is to say that
where the guidelines have been set, the city has complied. However,
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all of the guidelines have not as yet been issued by the Department of
Labor. Any action taken by the City of Atlanta can only be considered
speculative and subject to further changes. Despite the absence of
written directives, the city is proceeding with its plans.
Recommendations six and seven are essentially the primary areas
of concern. It is the work schedule, more than any other factor,
which has the greatest impact on overtime compensation. The City of
Atlanta has notified the U.S. Department of Labor that it intends to
operate on a 212 hour/28 day work cycle. This means that anytime a
non-exempt employee reports to duty for more than 212 hours in a given
28 day span of time, said individual will be due overtime compensation
or compensatory time at a rate of not less than time and one-half,
after the effective date of April 15, 1986. This new calculation of
compensatory time was made effective by the Fair Labor Standards
Amendment (H.R. 3530), signed into law on November 13, 1985. As
previously noted, the amendment places a cap on the number of
compensable hours an employee may accrue—480 for public safety
employees/180 hours for all others. As long as the compensatory time
does not exceed the designated ceiling and, assuming it is allowed
under collective bargaining or similar agreement, its usage is
permissible. In addition, although the effective date for compliance
under the amendment was extended to April 15, 1986, public employers
may defer overtime pay (whether in cash or compensatory time) until
August 1, 1986.
Overtime compensation would have an adverse impact on the fire
department's budget, and compensatory time would act in a negative
sense on the minimal manning requirement. Therefore, the Fire Chief
will determine in what manner overtime will be paid. Once an employee
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accrues more than 480 hours of "comp" time, he/she must be paid
overtime at the time and one-half rate. At no time will an individual
be approved for overtime or compensatory time without the express
written permission of the Fire Chief.
As previously noted, the proposal for a reduced workweek from
56 to 48 hours has been rejected because it would result in the
overuse of minimal manning. This term, which implies exactly what it
delivers, permits fire stations to operate with less than full staff.
To illustrate, the City of Atlanta has 34 stations, half of which are
"double companies," the remaining half being "single companies." The
former is at full staff with eleven (11) firefighters per shift, the
latter has five (5) firefighters at full staff. Minimal manning
results in a single company using only three (3) firefighters and a
double company using nine (9). This reduced coverage is not seen as a
safety risk because, according to Major Shannon, the original count is
over the allowable margin to begin with. The firefighters themselves
concur that the practice is a safe one, however, they also agree that
it should not be over utilized. The strategy is employed in a station
only when all neighboring stations are on full-staff status and
available for back-up in the event of an emergency. Under the
tentatively approved shift change from 56 to 54 hours per week,
minimal manning is also used. Here, however, it would be employed
only once per duty cycle (28 days) and then only by one shift group
(the "long shift").
The 54 hour schedule, like the 48, was proposed in an effort to
reduce the average number of hours worked per week. To accomplish
this, each firefighter in the long shift (the shift which works 10
tours of duty in a given 28 day cycle) would be granted a day off.
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Without this leave time, a firefighter would work, 121 tours of duty
per year at 24 hours per tour, equaling 2,094 hours per year. This
divided by 52 weeks averages 56 hours per week. By taking 24 hours
off every third quarter (3 months) the average drops to approximately
54. This day off is neither a vacation day nor holiday and, of
course, is taken without compensation. Table 5 illustrates the point.
TABLE 5
SHIFT CYCLES
Shift Dates worked during 28 1Day Cyc'1 e
A 1 - 4 - 7 - 10 - 13 - 16 - 19 - 22 - 25 - 28
B 2 - 5 - 8 - 11 - 14 - 17 - 20 - 23 - 26
C 3 - 6 - 9 - 12 - 15 - 18 - 21 - 24 - 27
During the above 28 day -cycle, the> A Shift is the " Long Sh'ift."
However, the next cycle 'would be:
Shift Dates worked during 28 1Day Cyc'le
A 31-3 - 6 - 9 - 12 - 15 - 18 - 21 - 24
B 29-1 - 4 - 7 - 10- 13 - 16 - 19 - 22 - 25
C 30-2 - 5 - 8 - 11- 14 - 17 - 20 - 23
During this cycle, the B Shift is the "Long Shi ft." Final'ly:
Shift Dates worked during 28 Day Cyc'1 e
A 27 - 30 - 2 - 5 -• 8 - 11 - 14 - 17 - 20
B 28 - 31 - 3 - 6 -• 9 - 12 - 15 - 18 - 21
C 26 - 29 - 1 - 4 -• 7 - 10 - 13 - 16 - 19 - 22
This causes the C Shift to be the "Long Shift," and the cycle returns
to the A Shift.
Source: Compiled by the Department of Fire Services, Bureau of
Public Safety, City of Atlanta.
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It Is the responsibility of the company commander to require
each firefighter to refrain from reporting to duty one 24 hour tour
whenever his/her shift is the long shift. This, in effect, will
reduce the number of compensable hours of pay to 216 (9 tours x 24
hours). This mandatory leave day, known to firefighters as a "kelly
day," was not used by the fire department prior to the Garcia
decision. Its usage is a direct result of the FLSA's extension and
the benefit can easily be recognized. Whereas the maximum number of
hours without overtime is 212, each firefighter who did not take any
additional leave during that cycle, will be due 4 hours of overtime
compensation at the time and one-half rate. The "kelly day" must be
taken regardless of whether or not other leave was taken during the
cycle.
The 54 hour workweek proposal has been submitted to the Bureau
of Public Safety and to the Mayor's office for review. Assuming
approval is given, the schedule change would go into effect
immediately. Informed opinion strongly suggests that the
recommendation will indeed be implemented.
Costs and Benefits.
As discussed, the cost-benefit approach to analysis must
consider several criteria for recommendation. The costs and benefits
resulting from a policy recommendation/decision are classified as
either: internal or external to the policy environment, primary or
secondary in nature, directly or indirectly measurable and redis¬
tributional benefits or those resulting from improvements in net
efficiency. Additionally, Pareto improvement (at least one group
benefits while no group loses) and distributional improvement (given
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some Improvement In net efficiency, a specified target group must
benefit) are the specific strategies used. Using the social
cost-benefit approach requires also that each of the preceding
recommendations be evaluated based upon their worth individually and
as a group. This means that the analyst must not only define the
problem that these recommendations attempt to resolve, she must also
identify its constraints, the stakeholders, the time span involved,
and the internal and external variables impacting on the issue.
Social costs and benefits, as previously stated, are nonquantifiable
and, therefore, more difficult to calculate. Despite this limitation,
the analyst has attempted, to the extent possible, to give a clear
evaluation of the recommendations using this approach.
Reaction to the extension of the Fair Labor Standards Act was
initially negative. Municipal officials across the country strongly
voiced their opposition to Garcia and, as a result, a congressional
amendment was passed. This amendment has lessened considerably the
financial and managerial backlash; consequently most jurisdictions are
willing to accept the decision. The impact of the FLSA's enforcement
was felt both by city officials and employees, the major
stockholders. Constraints associated with the extension included the
financial implications in respect to overtime compensation, possible
curtailment of services, potential tax increases and personnel
cut-backs. These and other warnings were issued by city officials in
their attempt to seek relief from the Act. Fortunately for the City
of Atlanta, most of these negative effects have not materialized.
Initially the deadline for compliance was set at April 15, 1985, the
date when all appeals of the Garcia case were exhausted. This time
limitation was, as noted, extended for one year with an additional
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provision for deferred payments until August 1, 1986.
The internal variables affecting compliance are primarily the
number of non-exempt employees, the number of overtime hours worked,
the financial resources available to a municipality (ie. city budget)
and the record keeping requirements. All of these considerations
influence to what extent the FLSA will be felt.
The primary external variables are the legislative directives
and guidelines issued by the Department of Labor, Congress and the
courts. Others include pressure groups whose influence may be great,
feedback from the city council and citizens and, of course, employee
unions.
As with the economic approach to cost-benefit analysis, the
social model requires that the relative costs of a program/
policy-decision be weighed against the relative benefits to determine
its utility. Where the costs are far greater than the benefits, the
policy-decision is often times avoided. In some cases, however, due
to the nature of the problem, these costs cannot be avoided. More to
the point, in some instances, the benefit received from a particular
course of action is far greater than the costs involved. For example,
a proposal which would eliminate the spread of disease within a
community may cost tax payers X amount of dollars but, the
stakeholders (members of the community), would value their health far
more than the monetary considerations.
The Garcia decision had an immediate impact on all juris¬
dictions affected by its coverage. The City of Atlanta has attempted
wherever possible to lessen this impact. Where the overtime costs
have increased as a result of the enforcement effort, the benefits can
also be recognized. For example, although the decision to do nothing
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is always an alternative, in this instance it was not appropriate. If
the City of Atlanta had chosen to postpone implementation of the new
guidelines, it would only have resulted in more paperwork, increased
retroactive payments to workers and potential law suits. This would
not only have been bad management, but also a course of action (more
accurately inaction) where the costs far out-weighed the benefits. As
such, the action was rejected. For classification purposes, if the
alternative was used, both the increased retroactive payments and
paper work required would have been internal to the policy
environment, the City of Atlanta. The legal actions taken against the
city would be from an external source. All of these actions would be
a primary result of the FLSA's extension. Furthermore, the costs
associated with attorney's fees and overtime payments would be
directly measurable. The paper work requirements, in contrast, would
be indirectly measurable. Following the enforcement effort, certain
groups of employees experienced increases in net efficiency income
while others received less. This redistributional effect is also a
direct result of the enforcement effort.
In terms of the record keeping requirement, the costs here are
associated with the manpower required to keep the system operable and
efficient. Because all departments previously used their own systems,
the implementation of the uniform system required only that all
departments be furnished with and instructed on the new forms and
procedures. This did take a degree of coordination and cooperation,
however, it was not a monumental task. Furthermore, the benefits of
the new system have already proven the effort worthwhile. The
reclassification of job positions along with the strict review of
overtime requests have already resulted in substantial savings for the
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city. Replacement of the individual recording devices with the
uniform record keeping system and the reclassifications of positions
are both internal changes. They represent primary or direct results
of the Garcia decision. The record keeping system is not a factor
which can be directly measured, however, the resulting financial
impact can. As previously discussed, the overtime payments have thus
far off-set one another and, therefore, a redistributional effect has
taken place.
The recommendation to exclude meal and sleep time was rejected
for the reasons noted. In terms of costs and benefits, this decision
is justified. The minute extension may have saved money initially,
but because the Department of Labor has not as yet determined its
usage, the city is better off without it. If at a later date a
directive is issued approving the approach, city officials may then
want to re-evaluate their decision. For now, implementation of the
minute extension without the proper legislative approval would be
inadvisable. Compliance with the code provisions already issued is
one thing, but without further direction, the City of Atlanta and many
other municipalities are preceding with their plans. The provisions
which do not have specific instructions to date, are ones that most
jurisdictions can avoid. The decision not to adopt this alternative
was internal to the policy environment, however, it was based
primarily upon external considerations. If adopted at a later time,
the exclusion of meal and sleep would then be considered an
indirect/secondary result of the Garcia decision. Its utility could
then be directly measurable and would, most probably, result in an
increase in net efficiency or real income for the city. As it now
stands, however, the decision benefits the city and does not adversely
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effect the firefighters. In other words, Pareto improvement is
illustrated here.
The analytical approach of costs and benefits can be seen more
readily (socially and quantitatively) with the recommended shift
changes. The 48 hour per week proposal would have cost more both in
terms of overtime payments and safety. With a reduced workweek of 48
hours, due to the nature of the occupation, more firefighters would
have to be called in for overtime more frequently than under the 54
hour per week proposal. In addition, the use of minimal manning under
the 48 hour schedule is utilized twice as often as under the 54 hour
schedule. Although minimal manning is not considered a safety risk in
and of itself, it is also not (nor should be) standard practice. The
determination to reject the 48 hour workweek and to tentatively
approve the 54 hour schedule are both internal to the policy
environment. Assuming that the 54 hour proposal is implemented, it
will be a primary benefit and one which can be measured directly. The
overtime payments for the firefighters were off-set by those paid to
other city employees (ie. motor transport workers). Specifically,
183,257 dollars was used to compensate firefighters for overtime
worked between January 1st and March 5th of 1986. During the same
nine week period, 187,929 dollars in overtime was saved within six
city departments. This is clearly a redistributional benefit
resulting from better management practices. In addition, the example
proves it is also a distributional improvement as clearly the
firefighters have benefited from the enforcement efforts.
For further elaboration and clarification, the following
section represents a summary of the recommendations noted. The
individual alternatives and the actions taken are listed, and the
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costs and benefits are delineated.
Summary: Cost-Benefit Analysis of the
Recommendations made by the
City of Atlanta following
the Garcia decision*
Recommendation Action
To maintain the status quo/do nothing Rejected
COST FACTORS
To City Officials:
-Legal actions/penalties for non-compliance
-Increased retroactive payments over the long-run
-Increased paper work over the long-run
To Employees:
-Uncompensated for overtime hours worked as prescribed under the
provisions of the Act
BENEFITS
To City Officials:








-Elimination of individual record keeping systems
-Implementation of uniform record keeping system
* Represents actions taken as of May 1986
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To Employees:




-Increased efficiency, production and accountability
-Decrease in the number of overtime requests and decrease in the








-Gather and organize employee information from all departments
-Reclassify positions as necessary
To Employees:
-For those reclassified into "exempt" category, (33 employees)
potential lowering of salary (redistributional effect)
From January 1 - March 5, 1986, total savings of $187,929
over six city departments (see Table 4, p. 39)
BENEFITS
To City Officials:
-Increased managerial efficiency and accountability
To Employees:
-For those classified as "non-exempt," (66 employees) probable
increase in salary (redistributional effect)
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From January 1 - March 5, 1985, total overtime payments
received by firefighters $44,849
From January 1 - March 5, 1986, total overtime payments
received by firefighters $228,105
Variance +$183,257 (see Table 3, p. 35)
Note: Overtime payments for firefighters off-set by
savings noted above
Recommendation Action




-Possible subsequent ruling disallowing use of the minute extension
-Negative employee reaction to effort
To Employees:
-Decrease in the number of compensable hours
BENEFITS
To City Officials:




C^ply with all code provisions Implemented
COST FACTORS
To City Officials:
-Revise, eliminate or adopt procedures to meet compliance
-CcK)rdinate and ccxjperate with all city departments
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To Employees;
-None incurred or redistributional in nature
BENEFITS
To City Officials:
-Elimination of potential legal action/penalties for non-compliance
or willful violation(s>
To Employees:
-None received or redistributional in nature
Recommendation Action
Change firefighters workweek from Rejected
56 to 48 hours per week
COST FACTORS
To City Officials:








-Reduced workweek/more leisure time (facilitates acquisition of
other jobs)
-Probable increase in overtime hours
-Stability in salary
Recommendation Action
Change firefighters workweek from





-Marginal use of minimal manning practice
-Marginal increase in overtime payments
To Employees:
-Mandatory use of "kelly day"
BENEFITS
To City Officials:




-Potential increase in overtime hours
Essentially, the recommendations under consideration and those already
implemented all "pass" the cost-benefit analysis test. In every
instance, the benefits either out-weigh the costs or, at least, they
balance each other out. No services have been reduced, no personnel
have been cut, a sales tax increase is neither planned nor anticipated,
the safety of Atlanta residents is not in jeopardy and the financial
effects of overtime compensation, at least thus far, have off-set one
another. The officials of the city, working closely with financial
analysts and employees, have set policies that indeed demonstrate that
they too considered cost benefit analysis. Plans such as these do not
happen by accident. They are, however, well thought out and well
researched. One final point, city officials did utilize comparative
analysis in their decision-making. Specifically in terms of
firefighters, the policymakers reviewed the recommendations of
neighboring cities such as East Point and Decatur for insight and
data. This proved to be an invaluable asset to the officials. In the
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final analysis, all of these jurisdictions are using very similiar
approaches, especially as they relate to police and fire personnel.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Fair Labor Standards Act has been in effect since 1938, but
not until the recent Garcia decision have states and localities felt
its wrath. Unlike in past years, most states and local governments are
now subject to the provisions of the FLSA. It is not the existence of
the Act that causes such controversy and concern; it is its
enforcement. Compliance with the FLSA has been avoided by the vast
majority of states for many years. The use of compensatory time has by
far been the preferred system of compensation. What the FLSA means in
dollars and cents over the long-run has given rise to criticisms, legal
considerations and, in some cases, sheer panic.
Many city officials openly voiced their opposition to strict
enforcement of the Fair Labor Standards Act. They cited, among other
things, that state and local laws are more than adequate to govern the
employer/employee relationship, particularly because most local
government employees have collectively negotiated their contracts. As
with most court decisions, there is usually room for flexibility,
individual interpretation or "loopholes." The specific language within
the framework of the FLSA disallows this luxury. However, with the
recent congressional amendment, the panic has eased as acceptance of
the Garcia decision is spreading.
The enforcement effort in the City of Atlanta has been both time
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consuming and chaotic. Steps were taken immediately to comply with the
provisions of the Act. Record keeping requirements have been revamped
as have job classifications for overtime purposes. The initial
financial effects have, surprisingly enough, not been as drastic as
originally anticipated. Within public safety (specifically
firefighters), there has been a considerable increase in compensation
payments, yet, there has been an equally as dramatic decrease in other
areas. Resulting changes from the Garcia decision have challenged city
officials. Some recommendations are still pending while others have
already been implemented. The complete picture will only be seen over
time after full implementation and subsequent legislative guidelines
are outlined. Until that time, the conclusion is that the Supreme
Court judgment in Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority
is valid. The Fair Labor Standards Act is a legitimate piece of
legislation and one that should be enforced. The early warnings
associated with the extended coverage have been, thus far, unfounded.
The actual impact cannot be assessed for some time, but these
subsequent findings will most probably prove that FLSA's purpose and
intent are fully justified. Congressional relief was sought and
delivered. Now, it is up to each jurisdiction to comply with the law.
Proper management and monitoring will help to ease the burdens and, at
the same time, result in better management practices. Hardship cases
will, of course, demand special consideration, but overall, there is no
indication that the Garcia decision was either unfair or unenforcable.
As such, the FLSA is positive for both the employer and the employee.
The International City Management Association published a list
of reconmended actions to help local governments come into compliance
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with the major provisions of the Act. These recommendations,
ifutiiized, would help to minimize the financial burdens under the
statute. The City of Atlanta did review these recommendations when
developing specific plans for enforcement. They are as follows:1.Seek experienced legal counsel to guide you in acheiving
compliance.
2. Conduct an impact audit to identify the requirements of the
FLSA that are not being met by your jurisdiction's current
employment practices.
3. Carefully assess the labor relations consequences of
changes that you are considering.
4. Direct all your non-exempt employees not to work overtime
unless they are specifically authorized to do so, enforce
the directive.
5. Analyze the overtime consequences from alternative police
corrections, and fire duty cycles using the 7 to 28 day
work periods available under the FLSA, select the preferred
duty cycle and establish the optimum work periods.
6. Analyze whether it will be advisable to use a two week
period instead of a one week period for hospital and
related personnel.
7. Bring your record keeping procedures into compliance.
a. Pay all overtime that is clearly owed under FLSA and fund a
reserve account for amounts you consider debatable.
9. Identify all employees who are making less than the
mandated minimum wage and raise their pay level.'®
These recommendations can prove useful to jurisdictions which
are experiencing particular problems in enforcement. For the City of
Atlanta, many of them were put into effect. It is the shared
responsibility of all municipal officials to see to it that their
districts comply with the provisions of the FLSA.
'“"The Fair Labor Standards Act and the Law," ICMA
Newsletter. Vol. 66, No. 20 (May 1985), p. 14.
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APPENDIX A
LEGISLATIVE AND JUDICIAL HISTORY
1938 Congress enacts the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) which
established the nationwide minimum wage and maximum hour
standards for the first time. This applied to the private
sector only.
1966 Congress extended the FLSA to cover certain school, hospital,
nursing home, and transit system employees of state and local
governments.
1974 Congress expanded the FLSA to cover all state and local
government employees except for a small number who were
specifically exempted when it enacted the Fair Labor Standard
Amendments of 1974. These amendments included limited
overtime exception for police officers, firefighters, and
related employees (29 U.S.C. 207(k))
1976 National League of Cities v. Usery, 426 U.S. 833 (1976). The
Supreme Court held that both the 1966 and 1974 amendments
were unconstitutional to the extent that they interfered with
the integral or traditional governmental functions of States
and their political subdivisions. Schools and hospitals,
fire prevention, police protection, sanitation, public
health, and parks and recreation were held to be traditional
functions of state and local governments.
1979 The Department of Labor issued the final regulations defining
traditional and nontraditional functions of state and local
governments, adding libraries and museums, and defining local
mass transit systems and seven other functions as
nontraditional.
1985 Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority
Nos.82—1913(1985). The Supreme Court overruled National
League of Cities v. Usery and left the FLSA fully applicable
to State and local governments.
Congress has adopted certain amendments (H.R. 3530) to the
Act which include a provision that employees of a public
agency may receive in lieu of overtime compensation,
compensatory time off at a rate of not less than one and
one-half hours for each hour of overtime worked. The
amendments further declared that the effective date of
coverage to be April 15, 1986, with retroactive liability










A. Statute of Limitations
a. Two years of actual, three years of a willful violation
b. Two year statute does not apply in Injunction actions
c. No statute of limitation In contempt proceedings
d. A five year statute for criminal actions
B. Defenses
A good faith compliance with an opinion, written administrative
regulation, order, ruling or administrative interpretation is
usually considered a good-faith defense to wage/hour actions
C. Damages
Courts have discretion to grant or deny liquidated damages when
a violation is found, and may award up to the amount of
underpayments when the violation is found to have been made in
good faith.
D. Types of Actions
Class action suits are permitted, so long as each participant
gives his consent in writing. Suit by representatives, such
as unions, is prohibited.
E. Methods of Enforcement
a. Any employee may seek to recover back pay due, an equal
amount of liquidated damages, attorney's fees and court
costs.
b. Secretary of Labor may sue to collect unpaid wages,
overtime, liquidated damages and for injunctions.
c. Justice Department may bring criminal actions for willful
violations
F. Courts or Forum
a. Municipal, state, and federal courts have all been found
compentent to hear such claims
b. A separate legal action may be brought if the employer
retaliates for attempted enforcement.
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